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Happy Friday! What a treat to see parents with their students walk through campus to meet
and greet the staff. Below: Mrs. Williams provided parents with an overview of the class
expectations. I asked a student how it feels to have her work displayed on the classroom wall
and she shared it made her feel good. :) Monique, a leadership student, leads us in honoring our
flag and providing the latest news on campus. She ends her morning message reminding
students to show their P.A.W.S.



FOCUS ON LEARNING
Right: The "Clarity Glasses" go to Mr. Diaz this week!
Mr. Diaz supports students by providing them with clarity
by providing them with learning expectations. He fosters
a safe learning environment where students feel seen and
valued. Mr. Diaz will pass the "Clarity Glasses" to another
staff member on Monday.

Below: Students use annotations, questioning, and
summarizing strategies to comprehend their guided notes.
The students discuss their 2-3 sentence summaries with
peers.

Below Right: Our students in CDS show off the lava lamps
they made during a Science lesson.  This student
demonstrated what happens when he shakes the lamp
and places his phone's flashlight beneath it. 
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California State University, Fresno was founded as Fresno
State Normal School in 1911, became a teacher's college in
1921, and has offered advanced degrees since 1949. The
university's popular nickname is "Fresno State." Our
mascot is the Bulldog. 

- Fresno State is one of the 23 campuses of the California
State University, one of the largest systems of higher
education in the world.

The university enrolled more than 22,550
students, and approximately 4,404 students
completed work for bachelor's, master’s and
doctoral degrees by Commencement 2012.
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BACK TO SCHOOL NIGHT

23-24

Back to School Night was an incredible way for everyone to learn
about our amazing school, staff, curriculum and expectations. 
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Signs of Suicide  LCAP   

Students and parents visited their classrooms.



Adult School 

 Rene Estrada and Cristal Quinines both former Lovell
students working towards earning their high school diploma. 

Focus On Learning 



Lovell

Student were observed taking notes and writing summaries
during our classroom visits. 

Extended PD on Monday Classroom visits with Mrs.
Raygoza.


